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gauge cluster lights on your NA or NB. Learn More. Ships for free! Replace your worn stock top
latch locks with these beauties. Broken gauge hood? Here is your solution! Delete your visors
and brighten up your interior. Are your parts in good shape? Are you sure? You hold it all the
time. Why not make it feel like a treat? Make your car feel better! Can you overengineer a shift
knob? Keep your feet from slipping off your pedals at embarrassing moments. Make your Miata
stand out. Add some support to your old seats! A great LED shift light. Positive manifold
pressure means it's fun time. Let this gauge tell you when it's fun time. An easy safety upgrade.
Strongly recommended for any track car. A highly accurate wideband controller integrated into
a standard 2 inch gauge. Now faster with a wider range of readings! Two gauges and a perfect
fit. An OE-looking replacement trim panel with mounting points for two gauges. Are your top
latches loose? By popular demand - as found in our pedal kits. Build your own gauge cluster.
Shop By. Shopping Options Price. Designed for model year:. Inspired by the post-war era
British sports cars , the MX-5 rejuvenated interest in roadsters after the demise of cars such as
the MG B and Triumph Spitfire. Since its debut, the MX-5 has won numerous automotive awards
and has become the world's best selling sports car. An optional hardtop was made available at
the same time, in sheet moulding compound SMC. Demand initially outstripped production,
fueled by enthusiastic press reviews. In Japan, the car was not badged as a Mazda, as the
company was in the process of launching different marques for deluxe models, similar to
Nissan 's Infiniti , Honda 's Acura and Toyota 's Lexus. The exterior dimensions and the engine
displacement were also in compliance with Japanese Government compact car regulation. The
body shell of the NA was all-steel with a lightweight aluminum hood. Suspension was an
independent double wishbone on all four wheels, with an anti-roll bar at the front and rear. The
original MX-5 came with a 1. The engine employs an electronic fuel injection system using a
vane-type air flow meter and an electronic ignition system with a camshaft angle sensor instead
of a distributor. The Japanese and American markets also received an optional viscous
limited-slip differential , although it was only available for cars with a manual transmission. To
achieve the low introductory price, the base model was stripped. It had steel wheels, manual
steering, roll-up windows, and no stereo or air-conditioning. Power steering, air-conditioning,
and stereo were added as standard equipment in later years. This first generation of Miata often
referred to as the NA included a special Limited Edition of examples in , produced in British
racing green with the first use of tan interior, to celebrate the highly successful launch of the
MX-5 in the UK. In , 1, LE Limited Edition cars were produced. This model featured red leather
interior, upgraded stereo, Nardi shift knob, leather-wrapped steering wheel, cruise control,
limited-slip differential, power windows, power mirrors, power steering, air conditioning, BBS
wheels, Bilstein shocks , front and rear spoilers , ABS brakes, stainless sill plates, and Harley
style peanut tank door speaker trim. All LE cars came in black. The chassis was substantially
braced to meet new side-impact standards, most visibly by adding a "track bar" between the
seatbelt towers inside the car, but also to the front and rear subframes. Air conditioning was
optional, but the "R" package was not available with power steering, leather, or an automatic
transmission. It can also be identified by a red Miata badge on the rear instead of the usual
black. No body style changes were made, however. Halfway through the model year the hazard
light button was changed to a black button with red symbol as opposed to the earlier red button
with white symbol. Performance was thus improved slightly, because the additional weight was
more than offset by the extra power. In some markets such as Europe, the 1. This
lower-powered model did not receive all the additional chassis bracing of the new 1. Japanese
and U. There were a number of trim levels and special editions available, determined by local
Mazda marketing departments. The "A Package" offered power steering, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, aluminum alloy wheels and cassette stereo. The "B Package" added power
windows, along with cruise control and headrest speakers, while the "C Package" included a
tan interior and top with leather seats. The "R Package" was for racing, and the annual special
editions were formalized as "M Editions". These included all of the luxury options from the "C
Package" as well as special paint and, sometimes, special wheels. Limited to 3, units, this
edition of the MX-5 NA was offered only in British racing green with tan leather interior and
tonneau cover and featured a wooden Nardi shift knob and handbrake lever, stainless steel door
sills, air conditioning, CD player, cruise control, and headrest speakers. Limited to 4, units, this
edition was offered only in Brilliant Black with tan leather interior, Nardi shift knob and
handbrake lever and special inch BBS wheels. Limited to 1, units, this Limited Edition model

was equipped similarly to the Black Miata, but with red leather interior, sport suspension, front
and rear spoilers, rear skirt, air conditioning, headrest speakers and inch BBS wheels. Limited
to 3, units, the M-Edition introduced the Montego Blue Mica exterior color and was equipped
similarly to the Black Miata, but with power windows, power mirrors, a Torsen limited-slip
differential and special M-Edition badges. While the R-Package was never officially a special
edition, only were produced. The R-package was sold with the upgraded Torsen rear differential,
stiffer springs and sway bars, Bilstein shock absorbers, front air dam, and rear spoiler. There
was not any option for power steering, an automatic transmission, or leather seats. Air
conditioning was optional. A one-off concept featuring large fog lights and a smaller windshield
with the side mirrors mounted on it. A total of 3, units were manufactured. The final M-Edition
was offered in Marina Green and limited to 3, units. A small range of Eunos Roadster units were
assembled by the M2 Incorporated. The M2 Corp. Although M2's basic mission involved
focusing on the "soft" aspects of vehicle design in an attempt to create more specifically
targeted niche variants, the changes to the off-line cars would go well beyond mere cosmetics.
Heading the M2 operation was Mr. Masakatsu Kato, original father of the Miata Eunos Roadster
in Japan, as well as creator of several Mazda concept vehicles. M2 Corp. Mazda kept a similar
program going with the Mazdaspeed vehicles, and then in the late '90s Mazdaspeed was
absorbed into Mazda as a subsidiary company in Mazda Auto Tokyo. There were many types of
M2 branded vehicles between and , beginning with the up to the Cafe Racer Dec Prospective
buyers were required to show up in person at M2's Tokyo headquarters to register for a lottery
to place an order for this extremely limited Roadster. This upscale Roadster was M2's first
turn-key, race-ready offering. A list of popular features, while not exhaustive, is as follows:
functional front airdam with integrated fog lamps, vintage aero mirrors, 4-point roll bar, vintage
gauge cluster, fixed back bucket seats, polished 3-spoke steering wheel, stiffer suspension
package with M2 specific rates, polished aluminum strut brace, upgraded exhaust by HKS ,
intake system, 1. This one did not do as well as the This was billed as a track-ready Roadster.
The US saw a cheaper version known as the R-Package. The only real changes were a new set
of lightweight side mirrors, MOMO Steering Wheel, centerless console, racing seats, racing tow
hook, a set of lower lip spoilers R-Package , and a newly designed "Duck-Tail" trunk lid with
integrated spoiler. The M trunk lid was made from aluminum and weighed only 3. It also came
with a 6-point roll cage, but no soft-top, instead featuring a tarp that stretched over the cage.
With optional FRP Hardtop with plexiglass rear window for more weight savings coming in at
only 8. The kit consisted of 68 parts and was covered by a full dealer warranty. They were
supplied and fitted to around UK spec cars, including for the 'Le Mans' special edition, with a
further kits being supplied overseas. The turbo charger used is a Garrett AiResearch GT25 ball
bearing unit, and the package also includes an air-to-air intercooler, and a digital piggy-back
ECU to control timing, fueling, and boost pressures. Subject to a satisfactory donor car, the
refurbishment and turbo upgrade package includes rust treatment, a paint respray, new seats,
wheels, and other trim. The conversions use mainly Garrett turbochargers GTR and are
available as a kit or fully installed. In , Mazda began a factory restoration program for Eunos
Roadster owners in Japan. The work is performed at the Hiroshima Factory where all Roadsters
are built. The program offers a choice for each car to be fully restored to factory-spec using
OEM parts, or selected restoration options. At the Japanese language website, not all NA series
can be restored and conditions are listed. On September 27, , Mazda unveiled the first fully
restored Roadster: a V-Special in British racing green with tan leather interior. The car belongs
to tomato farmer Keiji Nishimoto, who has owned it since new. All parts will be remanufactured
using modern methods and materials while retaining the original look and feel of that era. Enkei
will reproduce the original alloy wheels, but with a lighter weight and a more durable finish. He
loses the race when he has a rollover crash after Takumi takes the lead using a special version
of the gutter. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Mazda MX Motor vehicle.
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Cars Mazda2 Mazda3 Mazda6. While it's known as the bare bones sports car, the Mazda Miata
has come in a staggering array of special editions that ranged from hardcore to posh. Here are
all of them. The Miata has been in America for 25 years, and nearly every single one of them had
at least one special edition. At the beginning, most of the special edition-ness was relegated to
colors and interior materials. But as time has passed they've become more elaborate in how
they differentiate themselves from the base Miata. Here is every single special edition Miata that
was sold in the United States. What's the color called? British Racing Green. What was special?
The first special edition Miata set the trend of what would be standard features for nearly every
more lux Miata to come after it. There was a wood Nardi shifter and hand brake, stainless sills,
AC, CD stereo, cruise control, and headrest speakers. The interior was tan leather and it came
with a tan tonneau cover. The top was still black, though a hard top was an option. Nothing
changed under the hood, so it still had the 1. Sunburst Yellow, though most just call this "the
yellow Miata. Literally it was just the color. In terms of equipment, most Sunbursts had the A
Package, which is your basic Miata. They did mostly have premium floor mats though, so that's
good. It's colloquially known as the Black and Tan, which means it has black paint and a tan
leather interior. A lot of them had the C package, which included the Nardi shift nob and hand
brake along with lightweight inch BBS wheels. Like the , this one is black. Unlike the car, this
one has a brilliant red interior, the only time a red interior was fitted to an NA Miata. As
standard, it had the inch BBS wheels, headrest speakers, sport suspension, front and rear
spoilers, a rear skirt, and air conditioning. Montego Blue Mica. Interestingly, this is the only
M-Edition to have its color used in subsequent model years for non M-Edition cars. The more
you know. Here it is, the first M-Edition. It has a tan leather interior, Nardi shift knob and parking
brake, AC, custom mats, M-Edition badging, and power everything. The ultimate party piece is
the Torsen limited slip diff, a piece that was fitted to all the subsequent M-Editions. Laguna
Blue. That's why it's called the Laguna Blue. This is another car that isn't technically a "special
edition," but the rarity has led the inner sanctum of Miata enthusiasts to consider it one.
Basically, it was just a blue Miata with a leather interior, and a rare one. No Nardi shift knob
here. Merlot Metallic. See how it's in a vineyard? That's because it's named after wine. It has a
tan leather interior, but it had new seats. These are the first ones that Mazda ever made with
adjustable headrests. It had a leather Nardi shift knob, and inch lightweight BBS wheels, some
of the lightest ever fitted to a Miata. It also had the Torsen LSD. How many were built? Starlight
Blue Mica, it's a glorious color that appears bright blue in some light, purple in others, and
black in others. Full Disclosure: This is the year and trim of Miata that I own. The '96 M is
basically a fully loaded Miata with every single possible feature you could think of. It even has
an alarm The wheels are inch Enkeis. Marina Green, a kind of muted and dirtier British Racing
Green. Like other M-Editions, it had a tan leather interior and some Nardi bits and pieces.
Wheels are polished Enkeis, and it also had the LSD. The 97M is the final Miata to be called an
M-Edition, and it's also a gorgeous color combination. So, the STO is an interesting one, in that
it's a special edition that isn't really "better. This is mainly a frankenstein appearance package
with the wheels from the M-Edition, tan leather, and a spoiler. It looks great, but the Torsen diff,
cruise control, premium stereo, and hard top were not available. Came in a ton of colors,
including the very rare Laguna Blue R-Package. The R-Package is another version of the Miata
that isn't technically a special edition, but was limited production enough to earn a place in the
hall of fame. It included Bilstein shocks, heavy duty springs, stiffer sways, a rear spoiler, front
air dam, alloy wheels and the Torsen LSD. You could not get power steering, an automatic, or a
leather interior. Air conditioning was optional. It had a six speed manual! The slickness of the
Miata five speed, now with an extra ratio. How posh! It also had polished wheels, Bilstein
shocks, a front suspension tower bar, and a blue top, blue seats, blue wheel, and blue shifter.
That's a lot of blue. The Torsen LSD was now standard. The color is reminiscent of the Merlot
Mica that appeared on the M-Edition. It has a Nardi wheel, shift knob, and hand brake, lighter tan
leather than normal Miatas, polished wheels, a Bose stereo, and a six speed transmission with
an automatic as optional. The usual! Nardi equipment on the inside, a leather interior, polished
wheels, and a great color. It also came with some collectibles like a numbered key fob and a
laser cut Miata in lucite. This was the first special edition to come in two colors, Titanium Gray
or Blazing Yellow. You had the choice of two colors for the first time on an SE Miata. They both
shared the same wheels, but the gray cars had brown leather while the yellow ones had black.
Nardi provided the steering wheel and Bose gave you the stereo. The gauges were changed,

with white faces and chrome surrounds. They both had the Torsen LSD. Just 10 were ordered in
colors that weren't Vivid Yellow or Laser Blue. Mazda let customers spec and buy cars online in
any standard color, along with Vivid Yellow or Laser Blue, and sent them to a local dealership
based on your zip code. Very cool beginning of the internet age in the car world. They accepted
orders until October 15, or until they got orders. Mazda did not get orders, so about total special
order cars exist. There was an exclusive "pre-order" program for members of the Miata Owner's
Club before the sale went public. It had great leather seats and a grey top, huge 16 inch wheels,
a six speed with a two tone shift knob, white gauge faces, six disc CD changer, and special keys
and badges. Photo via Opposite Lock. Titanium Grey Metallic. So what do you get? It's a fresh
Miata. The Shinsen is grey with a blue cloth interior and blue top. It also has the white gauges
from the SE and a leather shift knob. The package is purely cosmetic. Photo via Mazda Talk
Forum. Pure White or Classic Red. This has to be one of the most interesting NB Miatas ever
built. It is rumored that at least one of the 50 has been fully written off. Basically, this car is the
inverse of a GT3 RS. Here's the full press release announcing the MCS. The Mazdaspeed is the
last special edition to come from the NB, but man is it a good one. For the first time, the Miata
received a bump in power thanks to a wee little turbo and intercooler. Power was now
horsepower routed through a six speed manual gearbox. Wheels and tires grew to 17 inches, a
Mazdaspeed suspension with Bilstein shocks, and a lot of heavy duty hardware like clutch and
driveshafts. There were also cosmetic mods like smoked headlight housings, aero kit, and
foglights. It was also available with a leather interior. But, for the first time, the Miata actually felt
fast right out of the box. No engine work needed at all. All of them were Velocity Red and you
had the choice of a black or red leather interior. They had special wheels and a chrome
windshield surround. It was basically a full Grand Touring spec Miata with some extra doo-dads.
The paint was Icy Blue and it had a saddle brown leather interior and soft top along with unique
wheels. The SE was not available with the new power folding hardtop in America, so all units
had the soft top. The car was also sold in Canada, but all that were there had the power hard
top. Unlike the last SE, the model was only available with the power hard top. It is fully loaded,
so it has Bluetooth, HID headlights, satellite radio, and keyless starting. For a Miata, that's high
luxury. And aside from appearance, it has the suspension package, which means it has Bilstein
shocks, an LSD, and sportier tuning. It has a gray leather interior and can be had in two exterior
colors. Pearl White or Velocity Red. Another model based on the PRHT Miata, it came in either
red or white and had contrasting black wheels and top. There were no performance upgrades
other than making the upgraded suspension standard , but it did have a black leather interior
and standard manual gearbox. The automatic was an option. Soul Red has never appeared on a
Miata before. It also has contrasting gunmetal wheels and a black hard top, a white interior, and
Soul Red accents. This is mainly a trim package to say goodbye to the NC Miata, but there were
also rumblings that the engines were balanced and blueprinted to make them extra smooth. The
cars were sold online. It took just 10 minutes to sell all of them. Huge thanks to Dean Case,
Jeremy Barnes, and the team at Mazda for digging through the archives and sending tons of
freshly scanned Miata images that have never been online! Accoridng to my Gran Turismo car
selection screen, there are about more variants available for the miata. The A. Travis Okulski.
Continue reading. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Thank you for visiting the
LeatherSeats. Our high standards of customer service before and after the sale have earned us
a name that is well-known and well-trusted across the internet community. Our Mazda Miata
leather kits are patterned from the original OEM covers to insure a factory fit every time, and are
sold with a similar leather to vinyl ratio as the factory leather interiors, which is leather seating
surfaces with matching vinyl sides and backs. Unlike other companies on the web, our leather
interiors are designed with the do-it-yourselfer in mind so our warranty is honored whether you
install the Miata leather interior yourself or take it to a local upholstery shop. You can find these
two-tone styles below in the Pattern Archive section below. If you cannot find a pattern that
matches what you are looking for then just call us and let us know what you are wanting. We
will do our best to put together a custom Miata leather auto upholstery package that is exactly
what you are looking for. However, pattern changes are fairly expensive depending on the
complexity of the design. All pattern changes inquiries will go through our bespoke project
manager. Anything you can design, we will do our best to build. Our Mazda Miata leather seats
are made with top grain, vat dyed, automotive grade leather hides, and are finished in a
European style, milled pebble. Our auto upholstery grade leather hides are normally thicker
than the OEM leather hides and therefore hold a lot more of the moisture in to keep your leather
seats soft and supple for years to come. We use this same automotive grade hides for all our
Miata leather seats so if you are looking for, not only Mazda Miata leather seats, but also raw
materials to complete the restoration or customization of your interior then we have what you
need. We want to be your one stop shop for all your custom Miata leather interior products. We

also offer an option to upgrade the quality of the leather used in your new interior package. The
upgrade leather line is referred to as the Ecstasy Collection and is a full line of top quality FULL
Grain Italian aniline dyed protected automotive leathers. All Ecstasy leather hides are a finished
using only grade A Brahma Bull full grain crusts. The manufacturing process uses a fully
protected aniline finish with a final layer of color pigment to ensure color consistency
throughout the hide. As of now we are only offering the Ecstasy leather upgrade on all of our
local custom interior fabrication jobs as well as a selected number of our production leather kit
patterns. Also, the Ecstasy leather colors line is somewhat limited If you are interested in more
information or a price quote for your Mazda Miata Ecstasy leather interior then please give us a
call or click the Build Your Own Interior button above. One of our most asked question after
"What does this company sell? This leather interior installation guide should answer many
general questions concerning installation as well as give you a very good idea of what is
involved in the installation of our Miata leather seat kits. You can also access our LeatherSeats
section of our website which holds the general installation guide as well as a lot of other tips
and tricks that a do-it-yourself would find helpful with their first install. Our sales staff has
extensive training on all of our products and should be able to answer or find the answer to any
question you might have. Thank you for visiting LeatherSeats. Pattern Archive. Two-Tone
Combo. Two-Tone Body. Two-Tone Centers. Two-Tone Facings. Two-Tone Inserts. Video
Gallery. Check out '99 Central for more info. The Miata underwent a redesign for the model year,
with US availability in early The highlights of the changes are:. No such animal in North
America. The car we now know as the Miata was originally slated to be the ' However due to
delays in releasing the product, it was not available to the public at the beginning of Mazda
marketing folks decided it would be best to call it a ' So if you ever see a '98 Miata for sale, you
might want to ask some questions. Cars normally have black soft-tops and interior, however
both tan and red leather are factory options on specific cars. Special thanks to John Emerson
emerson middlebury. The B package added power windows, power antenna and cruise control.
The optional hardtop required an A or B package in The hardtop is now available for any model
as an accessory An automatic transmission was available for any model, and an optional limited
slip differential was available for cars with a manual transmission. Packages were all or none
decisions, and the individual items were not available individually. Though you can buy most
items and retrofit them yourself. In power mirrors became standard and a new C package which
included tan leather interior and a tan top became available on all cars. In the car was
extensively changed. The R package is a Base Miata with higher rate springs, special shocks,
[different sized] anti-sway bars, torsen limited slip, and spoilers on the chin and trunklid. Air
conditioning is the only available option. In The A,B and C package designations were dropped
in favor of prefered equipment packages. Little change was made from the Model. The R model
continues. NOTE 1 : The 2 '99 Evolution Orange cars were for marketing purposes and not for
general sale, though one may have been resold. Standard features 1. Compiled by Brian
Sundue. Touring Package Variable assist power steering 14 inch alloy wheels 3 spoke Nardi
leather wrapped steering wheel Power door mirrors Power windows. M8 BLUE. A3F Brilliant
Black. HU British Racing Green. SU Classic Red. A3D Pure White. HZ Vivid Yellow. Special
Edition. Base model. LE or M Edition. Alaska premium. Emissions package. Power steering
package. A Package. B Package. Popular equipment Package. Special Touring Package. R or
Sports package. Appearance package I, II. Floor mats. Trim rings. Power steering. Air
conditioning. Removable Hardtop. Automatic Transmission. CD player. Premium yellow paint.
Fog lights. If you install an LED and it fails to light, turn it degrees and try again. Interior
Lighting. Mazda Part Number. Light bulb Part Number. LED Part Number. Mazda Cost. Map
Lights Stock. Festoon Floor Lights Modified. Ashtray Light. High Beam Indicator. Hazard
Switch. Barn Doors Switch. Turn Signals. I did read that you could use Finger Nail polish
remover to remove the green from the Instrument gauges and I immediately thought that would
work for all of the control panels in the car. The HVAC has the colors layered on a clear sheet.
Black, white and green. Removing the green with fingernail polish remover WILL remove the
green, white and black. I had to buy a replacement which is a different story alltogether. To
remove all the bulbs in the HVAC control unit you will need to remove the full assembly from the
center console. Two are hidden beneath the fan dial, which happens to be glued in place. Do not
remove the fan graphic. This is the underside of the HVAC unit. The two far left locations require
removal of this unit in order to replace. This shows the LED equivilant that I used. Both had the
green sleeve around the bulb which gave the green glow. Both are subtle when lit and provide
adequate lighting in the dark. The center console as I have done mine. Yes, the mileage is
correct. I just fo
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llowed the garage article to the letter to upgrade my and found a couple things you might want
to add to it. The article mentions that the brake light did not turn off when replaced with a red
LED, but I also found that the airbag light will not turn off if replaced with a red LED. These
lights will only dim instead of turn off like they are supposed to, so you might as well leave the
incandescent bulbs in them. These lights will never be used or lit if your car is not so equipped.
Altogether, that is two bulbs you definitely do not need and up to three bulbs you may or may
not need depending on options If the pictures make you concerned that they might be too bright
for you, I was pleasantly surprised to find the dimming function still works as it should. Overall,
I am extremely happy and satisfied with the update. The gauges are easier to read with very
bright and crisp lettering and needles instead of the sick dull green glow they used to have, and
they really look much more modern.

